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	Portable Telescope Stand
	by Mitchell Findlay <mfindlay@mindspring.com>

	Background:
	Had a 10” Meade LX200 f/6.3 scope but not a wedge, and did not want to buy one even though I wanted to doastrophotography. I also lived in the center of the Los Angeles Basin, so I had to transport m

	Criteria:
	I wanted a fully assembled portable tripod that had the scope already attached, with all accessories ready to go (mainlytube weights and 2 finders. The stand needed to be adjustable for latitude, the

	The Design:
	The resulting stand would be moved around like a furniture dolly on two wheels. Two small wheels were added in front tomake insertion into the vehicle easier. A resulting advantage of the four wheels
	Storage PositionLatitude adjustment was accomplished by a large 1.5” aluminum bolt with 4 threads per inch. This had to be machined ata machine shop, along with the matching “nut” that is fixed to th
	Scope in collapased positionScope partial erect with latitude adjustment arm in placeTwo supports had to be added to the yoke to accommodate the weight of the OTA when collapsed. The two “ears” on th
	OTA  in positionLeveling of the stand uses three 0.5” stainless steel bolts. The two north bolts were 20” long and run through the height ofthe north supports. This added height makes for easy leveli
	OTA and stand in fully erect position ready to polar align

	Loading for Transport
	I was SO happy when I first loaded and unloaded the stand. Half the weight of the unit is truly supported by the rearbumper or tailgate when lowering or raising the stand. I added handholds (cutouts)

	Erecting the Scope
	I have never had problems here. It just takes time. Find the observing location and rest the scope on all four wheels.Screw the two south leveling screws down to make contact with the ground. You don
	Close-up of the accessory tray

	Polar Alignment
	Latitude adjustment is easy. You can sight through the scope at the north star and still reach the top of the latitudeadjusting screw. There is a “T” handle for turning. Knowing where the north star 

	Operation
	Stand to the north end of the scope, install eyepieces and diagonals from the very accessible box, use the variableilluminator as you wish, close the accessory lid, and use the flat surface as a map 

	Mechanical Drawings:
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